When closeness matters most.

There are few moments in life more important than the time a mother first spends with her newborn.

These first moments of an infant’s life are crucial to lifelong development. It is during this time that a mother bonds skin-to-skin with her newborn, creating warmth and establishing an emotional connection.

But the design of traditional bassinets hasn’t changed in years and has limited mother-infant closeness. That’s why we created Nära.

A new idea in the world of bassinets, Nära’s simple, safe design brings mothers close to their newborns during the time when closeness matters most.

**Narrow cabinet design** helps to promote mother-to-infant closeness from the bedside.

**Height adjustability** provides ergonomic positioning for caregivers, and mother-to-infant closeness, regardless of bed height.

**Soft-edge basket** with tilting feature helps improve visibility and interaction for mothers to their newborns. The basket, secured to the base by three points of contact, helps give mothers and caregivers peace of mind.

**Key features**

- Carefully designed features help allow for mother-to-infant closeness
- Simple design helps ensure ease of use and mobility for caregivers and helps to enhance interaction for mothers
- Constructed and engineered for ease of cleaning and dependable durability
Steer-locking, soft-wheel casters give newborns a smooth, quiet ride, while providing stability and maneuverability during transportation.

Two-way drawers offer easy access to storage, helping limit disturbance to the newborn.

Retractable work surface smoothly glides in and out to give caregivers a workplace close to the infant.

Steer-locking, soft-wheel casters give newborns a smooth, quiet ride, while providing stability and maneuverability during transportation.
Customer support services

Technical support
Our technical support team is made up of professionals available to help with your Nära needs. Contact via phone at 1 800 STRYKER or email at medicaltechnicalsupport@stryker.com.

ProCare Service for Nära: Protect
A maintenance and service program that allows you to balance equipment uptime needs and your budget. Protect includes Stryker’s support and unlimited service calls, parts, labor and travel. Our certified field service technicians ensure that your equipment is repaired properly.

Flex Financial Program
Our financial programs provide a range of smart alternatives designed to fit your organization’s needs. We offer flexibility beyond a cash purchase with payment structures that can be customized to meet budgetary needs and help to build long-term financial stability. Contact your account manager for more information.